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Introduction
Companies of all sizes across various industries and geographies,
as well as members of parliaments and ministries, academia,
regulatory agencies, and the media concur: As a general purpose
technology and driving force behind the Fourth Industrial Revolution, artificial intelligence (AI), especially the subfield of machine
learning (ML), holds tremendous value potential for businesses,
the economy, and society. We gladly agree. At the same time,
however, we acknowledge that quantifying and measuring the
actual value contribution of AI initiatives presents a major challenge
for companies, both for those that are gaining their first experience with AI and for the ones aspiring to become AI-first industry
leaders:
Besides the interweaving of data and learning
algorithms – combined with the inherent
result uncertainty of exploratory approaches
– many of AI’s benefits are qualitative in
nature, underpin a broader business initiative
or series of projects, and have payouts that
are uneven and increase non-linearly.
An additional challenge lies in finding the
right balance: When selecting the most
promising use cases, decision-making bodies
must consider that overemphasizing return
expectations in early stages (i.e., at the proof
of concept (PoC) level) hinders innovation
and decelerates the development of viable
products and/or applications, whereas not
actively measuring value contribution entails
the risk of focusing on inferior use cases or
‘doing AI for the sake of AI’. (Note that in this
article, we employ the term ‘use cases’ to
refer to projects in an ideation stage, whereas
‘products’ or ‘applications’ refer to use cases
that have been brought to life and implemented already.)
Against this backdrop, the appliedAI Initiative, its industry network, and its technology
partners have teamed up to create a framework for the thorough value assessment of
AI applications and a stringent ‘Return on AI
(ROAI)’ calculation – all in a comprehensive,
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hands-on valuation tool accompanied by this
publication. These complementary assets
will benefit companies along their journey
to AI maturity. From securing initial development resources to the cost-benefit analysis
of stand-alone AI applications (especially
when competing for a portion of a firm’s
general technology or innovation budget)
and subsequent AI portfolio management,
this framework establishes a common basis
for discussion among internal and external
stakeholders regarding value-based AI
implementation and scaling. Ultimately, using
ROAI as a central evaluation metric in use
case prioritization ensures an efficient utilization of limited resources and maximum return
on the corporation’s AI portfolio.
The organization of the publication and the
tool are in sync. Both resources first evaluate return and investment components of
individual AI products and applications (with
the tool allowing for a detailed cataloging
of use cases) before presenting a strategic
perspective on early, short-term value
capture and the foundations for long-term
success and scaling. In the latter section, the
whitepaper places additional emphasis on
equipping readers with the criteria, process
framework, and tools for the steering of AI
application portfolios.
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Value assessment of AI
products & applications:
Return and investment
Following the ROAI calculation logic, the subsequent section is divided as follows: Starting
with the evaluation of return drivers, we then
move on to the quantification of investment
expenditures. We conclude by integrating
both components under the consideration of
prediction performance implications.
After completing the initial, multi-stakeholder AI use case ideation and prioritization
(please see appliedAI’s “How to Find and
Prioritize AI Use Cases” publication for a
detailed step-by-step guide), pre-selected
pipeline candidates must be assessed in
greater detail, including estimations of both
the expected value as well as the expected
investment costs. For the value assessment,
one should not only clearly describe the issue
to be addressed and the distinct opportunity
arising from the use of AI (vs., e.g., ‘traditional’
solutions and digital approaches) but also
define the time horizon and discount rate on
which the ROAI evaluation is based.
Regarding the investment expenditures, one
has to differentiate between labor and infrastructure/toolstack/license costs, as well as
additional expenses, e.g., for development
partners or consultancies.
Given that personnel costs tend to account
for 70-80% of the total application development cost (these empirical values being, of
course, subject to model complexity, infrastructure requirements, etc.), it is important
to account for the required interdisciplinary
roles across the application life cycle (i.e., ML
engineers, data scientists, software engineers, and AI strategists/business analysts)
early on. These values, together with estimates of the development and implementation time, will later be used to calculate the
investment and operation/maintenance cost.
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Ultimately, both dimensions are inextricably
linked by the anticipated performance.
AI product managers must estimate the
minimum required model performance
needed to reach the value threshold while
accounting for the fact that increasing performance may disproportionately increase
costs. Due to their probabilistic nature, ML
systems will not achieve 100% accuracy, and
timescales/costs for model development
typically increase non-linearly with desired
performance.

Valuation of AI
applications’ return
AI is a versatile tool that can generate a rich
set of benefits in regards to the financial,
strategic, and operational outcomes that a
corporation seeks to achieve (sometimes, in
relation to their direct calculability, referred
to as ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ benefits). Given this
multifaceted nature of AI implementation,
when calculating use case returns,
decision makers are well advised to differentiate between internal and external value
generation.
When starting out, companies tend to use AI
to automate internal processes, boost productivity, and improve staff and customer
engagement. However, performance goals
typically shift from efficiencies to strategic
gains as businesses mature into AI leaders:
More advanced enterprises report increasing
benefits from faster revenue growth, greater
market share, new business models, and
accelerated time to market.
Although AI applications and products may, in
practice, unite both of these elements, it has

proven remarkably helpful to fundamentally
differentiate between them across calculation stages, i.e., from the initial, ad hoc value
estimation to a detailed post-implementation analysis. While AI applications’ main
value drivers are naturally dependent on the
industry and use case class, we’ve identified
core levers to facilitate a thorough, transparent calculation.
Internal value generation drivers
Internal value is generated mostly through an
optimization of core business processes and
operational management. This is achieved
through a reduction of manual/cognitive
effort (automation of repetitive tasks),
improved resource consumption (e.g., energy
savings or quality optimization and consequent scrap reduction), increased speed of
operations or time efficiency (e.g., increased
Overall Operating Efficiency or Schedule
Performance Index), as well as data-driven
decision making based on more fine-grained
information or more accurate risk assessment. The impact quantification chains
shown in the following figure provide the calculation logic for five main return drivers as
well as core questions and relevant examples.
External value generation drivers
For external product- or service-related AI
applications, the quantification of benefits
tends to be more challenging, as historical
return data are often lacking and established
mechanisms for crucial Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) might not be applicable
due to an application’s innovative nature.
However, this shouldn’t discourage nascent
AI initiatives, as the technology contributes
significantly to the innovation performance of
the (German) economy: Companies that use
AI are more likely to produce sophisticated
innovations with a high degree of novelty,

and ~10% of German sales from world market
innovations can be attributed to AI.1
Moreover, on an international level, a recent
study reports that organizations exhibit
a 6.3% increase in business unit revenue
directly linked to their AI activities (on
average) with companies in AI piloting and
implementation phases exhibiting a 4-7%
increase in revenue from specific AI efforts,
and those in operation and optimization
phases boasting an impressive 10-12% gain. 2
To assist in establishing a plausible and standardized way to calculate monetary impact,
we have developed illustrative value chain
calculation schemes. The table below provides examples of what potential calculation
approaches might look like.
Many applications could, of course, be
motivated by more than one of these value
generation drivers. In this case, in order to
get a clear picture of the full value potential, it is important to calculate the value for
the primary as well as the secondary drivers
using the suggested respective calculation
approaches.

1

B undesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie (BMWi) /
ZEW - Leibniz Centre for European Economic Research:
“Auf Künstliche Intelligenz kommt es an: Beitrag von KI
zur Innovationsleistung und Performance der deutschen
Wirtschaft“ (2020)

2

IBM Institute for Business Value: “The business value of AI:
Peak performance during the pandemic“ (2020)
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MAIN INTERNAL VALUE GENERATION DRIVERS

Automation of (repetitive) manual
and cognitive tasks

POTENTIAL CALCULATION APPROACHES

• Does the algorithm take over a task that was previously done by a human or another machine?

Resource expenditure for cur-

Reduction of effort through use

Cost factor

Scaling effect (e.g., number of per-

• How much time was previously spent on the task, and how costly was that time?

rent process (time)

cases (in %)

(e.g., personnel costs)

sons, processes, etc.)

AI application automates the filing, documentation, and rediscovery of analogous invoices

Current time spent (e.g.,

~15% (potential) time savings

Labor costs, [additional workload

Could be extended to further

and delivery notes which are received in various formats (previously, considerable time

tracked/logged by the system)

handled in the freed up time/pro-

administrative tasks based on

ductivity boost; decreased error

textual documents, e.g., claims,

rate]

regulatory requirements, etc.

How much money can be saved per event through the algorithm?
• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?

was spent on trying to find old files in order to reproduce past procurement decisions)
• High documentation quality with decreased human effort obtained through AI application

Improved resource consumption

• Does the algorithm improve resource consumption?

Resource expenditure for

Reduction of effort through use

• How much can be saved per event through data-based, improved resource consumption?

current process (e.g., amount of

cases (in %)

• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?

material)

• Decreased energy consumption in the cooling of data centers through

Energy consumption for cooling

~40% reduction (15% reduction

a particular data center (e.g.,

in overall PUE overhead after

ters (or offering it as an AI-based

Google/ DeepMind’s case study)

accounting for electrical losses and

service)

ML-based control (increased resource efficiency)
• General-purpose framework to understand complex dynamics; potentially transferable to increasing plant conversion efficiency, reducing semiconductor manufac-

Cost factor (e.g., material costs)

Scaling effect (e.g., number of processes, etc.)

Electricity costs, e.g., in €/kWh

Scaling across different data cen-

other inefficiencies)

turing energy/water usage, and increasing manufacturing facilities’ throughput

Increased speed of operations

• Does the algorithm speed up the process (same output/shortened time frame)

Resource expenditure for cur-

Reduction of effort through use

rent process (time)

cases (in %)

• More efficient machine utilization and reduced downtime through predictive/prescriptive maintenance

Throughput per hour; cumulated

~10% (potential) savings in cumu-

Machine hour rate (plus costs

Geographical scaling across sites,

• Potentially combined with (semi-)automated process steps, e.g.,

production and inspection time

lated manufacturing time per batch

of production delays, repair or

intra-site scaling across production

replacement costs)

lines

Identified opportunities through

Realized opportunity (reduction,

Scaling effect (e.g., additional

use case (in %)

uplift) through use case

decisions)

or increase operational efficiency (higher output/same timeframe)?

Cost factor (e.g., machine costs)

Scaling effect (e.g., number of processes, etc.)

• How much can be saved through the increased speed per event?
• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?

CV-aided quality control/inspection in series production

Improved access to information/
decision making

• Does the algorithm gather and evaluate data so that information on certain topics (e.g., prediction

per batch
Addressed KPI

forecasts, etc.) is better than before? Does this result in an improved decision-making process?
• How do these improved processes save costs?
• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?
• CV-aided retrieval of detailed information about specific models and suggestion

Current information retrieval

Reduction of sales associates’

Increased # of customers served in

Scaling across boutiques (upselling

of similar-looking watches based on customers’ in-store requests (with

time (mostly experience-based,

answering time from several min-

shorter time (increased sales and

potential)

possibly different characteristics such as price) in short time frames

manual process); customers

utes to seconds (96.5% accuracy

reduced personnel cost); increased

served; customer satisfaction

within three seconds)

satisfaction & recurring purchase

• E.g., Google’s transformation of Cartier’s product search technology (case study)

probability

Risk reduction

• Can operational risk be reduced through application of the use case?
What implications does this have on the business?

(Estimated) probability of risk

Risk reduction through use case

occurrence (in %)

(in %)

Precision of ‘Probability of risk

~ 8% increase in early detection of

occurrence’ and ‘Value at risk’

fraud intent

Value at risk (in €)

Scaling effect (e.g., additional areas
where risk is apparent)

• How can this be translated into improved processes that save costs (and into additional profits)?
• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?
• Analysis of a large variety of documents to calculate credit scores or identify fraudulent patterns

Revenue lost per incident

Potential extension to investment
decisions, etc.

estimations

Figure 1: Main impact calculations across industries for internal
value generation drivers, including indicative examples
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MAIN EXTERNAL VALUE GENERATION DRIVERS

New products or services

• How does the algorithm help the business to offer a new product or service,

POTENTIAL CALCULATION APPROACHES

Current profit (in €)

which results in increased (revenue or) profit?

Profit per product or service sold

Serviceable obtainable market

Scaling effect (e.g., number of per-

(in €)

(SOM)

sons, processes etc.)

• How much additional profit will be generated?
• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?
• Mobile taxi ordering service

Current profit within the taxi

AI-enabled (additional) profits per

Tech-savvy, mobile, urban middle

Initial focus on the US-American

• Exact pinpointing of destination through map integration

market

ride, e.g., through higher vehicle

to upper class within certain geo-

market, now worldwide availability

utilization

graphical region

in most big cities

Profit per product or service sold

Serviceable obtainable market

Scaling effect (e.g., number of pro-

(in €)

(SOM)

cesses, etc.)

Geographical scaling

• Route tracking, driver ratings, and shared rides with customers along the route

New business models

• How does the algorithm enable the creation of a new business model?

Current profit (in €)

How can (revenue or) profit be generated through this business model?
• How much additional profit will be generated?
• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?
• Demand forecasting for comprehensive network of charging stations

E.g., manufacturing of charging

Development and operation of

OEMs, car rental companies, gov-

• Intelligent, resource-sensitive network planning through recommen-

stations

charging stations based on AI-en-

ernment agencies within certain

abled prognosis

geographical region

Margin before use case or unit

Volume increase achieved through

Scaling effect (e.g., number of pro-

(in €)

improvement (in %)

cesses, etc.)

dations of charging station distribution based on an extensive variety of
factors, such as energy grid, traffic routes, competing networks, etc.

Improvements of existing products or services (increased customer satisfaction);
higher volume

• Does the application improve an existing product or service? Does it, e.g., improve

Current volume (in units)

the quality of customer experience with the product or service?
• How much additional sales (e.g., through cross-selling) can be generated through
the improved products or services, and what is the implication for profit?
• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?
• Online retailer with tailored product offerings

Volume of products currently

(Unchanged) product-specific

Additional products sold through

Scaling across product offerings

• Recommendation engines used for personalized product suggestions and dynamic pricing

sold

gross margin

recommendations

and additional services, utilization of
customer insights

Improvements of existing products or services (increased customer satisfaction);
higher margin

• Does the application improve an existing product or service? Does it, e.g., improve

Current volume (in units)

the quality of customer experience with the product or service?

Margin before use case or unit

Margin increase achieved through

Scaling effect (e.g., additional

(in €)

use case (in %)

decisions)

Gross margin (e.g., per segment)

Increased margin through setting

Geographical scaling across seg-

the optimum level of discount to

ments/stores

• How much additional profits (e.g., by increasing customers’ willingness to pay and imposing
higher sales prices) can be generated by the improved products or services?
• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?
• Optimization of markdowns (and increasing efficiency in the supply chain) for fashion retailers

Volume of products currently

• Reducing the amount of discounted stock using ML methods to optimize merchandising

sold

and mark-down effectiveness

effect a sale and allocating stock to
the most appropriate store

Improved customer retention

• Does the algorithm help the business to improve customer retention? Can more customers

Current number of customers

be convinced to return to the product or service through the algorithm? Can more customers

Average value of customers lost

Increase in customer retention

Scaling effect (e.g., additional coun-

(in €)

(in %)

tries, etc.)

Increase in customer retention

be prevented from leaving?
• How can this be translated into additional profit?
• How does this differ depending on the performance of the algorithm?
• Convincing customers to return to the product/service

Current # of customers with

Average (calculatory) value of a lost

• Prevention of customers leaving the company/service

intention to quit the telecommu-

customer

Scaling across service lines, business units, or geographies

nications provider

Figure 2: Main impact calculations across industries for external
value generation drivers, including indicative examples
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Operational self-learning;

application/service

subsequent scaling

model

technology evaluation
• Structured use case

ration, and validation

• Deployment of selected

(e.g., sensors, ERP systems,

(cleaning, [labeling],

model(s) for dynamic

tenance, and reporting

improvement (direct/

• (Automated) retraining

indirect), considering

• Infrastructure management

incl. decisions on archi-

the invocation mode and

• Incremental cost

tecture (environments/

latency requirements

written notes) and external

feature engineering)

sources (e.g., data providers • Model building/training,

departments

or public databases)
• Secure, structured, and

units, prediction targets,

efficient data processing

workbenches) and learning • Integration into

and success criteria

(initial pipeline design) and

(manual/automated

existing systems/

model building)

services (embedding;

storage management
• Exploratory data analysis;

• Model evaluation, hyper-

inference pipeline)

initial modeling/testing

parameter optimization

• Required (personnel)

(PoC development)

• Model selection
and versioning

changes to existing
processes for the integration of AI applications

Required additional infrastructure
Hardware costs (Cloud vs. on-premises vs. hybrid), licenses, etc.
Miscellaneous
External service providers, other factors
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• Model monitoring/

relevant internal sources

ideation across
• Definition of analysis

• Testing (QA/staging)

supervision, main-

increases for rollout/
scaling across processes,
regions, sites, etc.

1. Identification of the main
source of value

• Market analysis and

• Data analysis, prepa-

• Data acquisition from

Figure 4: A systematic approach
to AI value assessment

• (Introductory AI workshop)

Strategic and organizational learning

STRATEGIC AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING
•
Collection of historical evidence on AI-based value creation and build-up of a benchmarking database to support future resource claims (e.g., for scaling/further rollout)
•
Development of a knowledge base regarding uncertainty factors per use case class
•
Collection of operative best practices in use case assessment and prioritization (e.g.,
number and frequency of meetings, processes, and collaboration tools)

validated, deployment-ready

development

Integrated, productive

Identification
of main source
of (expected)
value generation: EXTERNAL

Go/no-go decision for further Technically & commercially

Prioritized
use case(s)
(derived from
structured
ideation &
multi-stakeholder pre-assessment)

Ideated, prioritized use case

Representation
of value hypothesis as logical
value chain/
mathematically
linked impact
calculation

Figure 3: The ML lifecycle Core activities and cost categories

Set-up of
representative,
quantifiable
KPIs (value
chain factors)

2. Value hypothesis
formulation

Definition of
measurement
methodology
and frequence;
assignment of
central/decentral accountability

While the terminology used for each phase may vary
from company to company, the life cycle of an ML
project is generally represented as a multi-component
flow (in part with iterative components), as illustrated
below. Each step is unique, which leads to variations
in the resources, time, and team members required to
complete each phase (as well as changing payoff profiles). We’ve identified central activities in the following
figure to assist in the identification and quantification
of the relevant cost categories.

Identification
of main source
of (expected)
value generation: INTERNAL

After determining the expected value, organizations
then need to realistically assess the investment expenditures with which they will be confronted throughout
the application’s entire life cycle. In practice, it has
proven eminently helpful to differentiate between AI
use case development expenses (up to deployment)
and the costs incurred for operation and maintenance
(after deployment).

Figure 4 shows an AI application life cycle from ideation
to productive ML operation, the process diagrammed
on page 13 provides practical guidance for ROAI calculation and incorporates operative as well as strategic
and organizational learnings.

Initial value estimation (based
on domain
know-how and/
or historical
evidence)

Calculation of the ROAI
3. Value hypothesis testing
and refinement

Calculation of investment
expenditures along the
AI application life cycle

OPERATIVE LEARNING
•
Refinement of initial value estimation based on value contribution and cost data
gathered after deployment
•
If required: Adjustment of previously defined budgets, timelines, etc. for scaling

Applying AI

Deployment,
measurement
of operative
perform. and
target/
actual value
comparison

Applying AI
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Figure 5: Return on AI (ROAI) calculation

Figure 6: Cumulated value contribution and investment
expenditures along the AI application lifecycle

Benefits from AI product/
application (internal/external
value generation)

Based on # of
model predictions
and value generation per prediction

Ideated, prioritized use case

Go/no-go decision for further Technically & commercially
development

validated, deployment-ready

Integrated, productive

Operational self-learning;

application/service

subsequent scaling

model
Structured use case ide-

Uncertainty of benefits

Quantification of
frequency and
impact/cost of
errors

Data acquisition; exploratory

ation; initial (qualitative) value data analysis and insight

Data analysis and preparation; Review for deploy; testing

Model monitoring and

feature engineering; model

(QA/staging); inference

mainten. (incl. (automated)

training, validation,

pipeline design; model ser-

retraining); reporting; infra-

assessment and ease of

generation; initial modeling

implementation evaluation;

and testing; (re-)evaluation of and testing; (automated)

ving (deployment to appropri- structure mgmt.; further roll-

connection of model perf.

value and technical feasibility model selection; model

ate runtime engine)

metrics to business KPIs

hypotheses

versioning (exp. tracking)

out/scaling across processes,
regions, sites, etc.

RETURN

INVESTMENTS
€ (cumulative)

Resources required for model
development, operation, and
maintenance

Returns/
benefits

Cost per resource (category)

Time

Similar to human decisions, machine predictions (i.e.,
outputs of data-based models) are unlikely to attain
perfect accuracy, and the resulting uncertainty associated with the realization of benefits should be taken
into account in the ROAI calculation, as illustrated here.
It is, therefore, important to not only consider the costs
saved through the application but to also think about
the costs incurred through falsely predicted or classified events.
False outputs can arise in a variety of forms, depending
on the type of application. They may, for example,
emerge in the form of false classification or clustering,
as when a valid document has been falsely identified as
fraudulent (a false negative) or a fraudulent document
has been incorrectly assessed as valid (a false positive).
A false output could also manifest as a deviation of the
actual from the predicted value, e.g., material requirements may be estimated incorrectly, resulting in too
much or too little available material. Similarly, false
alarms in predictive maintenance cases can lead to
unnecessary repair work.
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As suggested above, the profitable application of AI
technologies is considerably more complex than the
implementation of ‘traditional’ digitalization initiatives (which often precede AI efforts and create the
required data basis or rule-based software systems,
which are later expanded to include an AI component).
Although building first proofs of concept (exploration)
may be comparatively easy, these do not yet bring
returns on investment to the company and depend
largely on initial investments. AI beginners, especially,
tend to encounter high upfront costs in data preparation, IT infrastructure, technology adoption, and people
development. Consequently, these early stages focus
on technological knowledge expansion and transfer,
as expertise, scale, and time are required to reach the
break-even point and to create a significant return on
investment.
After successful deployment, however, the value contribution begins to grow and corporate returns bloom
as the AI product/service is gradually scaled across the
organization.
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Early, short-term value
capture and foundations
for long-term success
With increasing AI maturity, the corporate
perspective on AI is changing: While the
focus at the beginning is on the assessment and implementation of individual use
cases, AI portfolio management is becoming
increasingly important with the successful
operationalization of applications across
technology domains. The following section
thus provides guidance on the transition from
early, short-term value capture and mid-term
value realization to sustainable, long-term AI
successes.

Shifting priorities and use
case prioritization criteria
along the AI journey
To utilize AI technologies’ full value potential
and become a market leader, a company
must experience a holistic AI transformation,
a process which involves an integrated, multistep journey. Initially, organizations should
thus strive to capture the short-term value
pools which will most likely be found in the
optimization of internal processes, while at
the same time preparing to seize the longterm value potential of technologically more
complex applications. Resources that were
freed up in the short to mid-term need to be
reinvested, and gained capital and knowledge should be leveraged to increase overall
AI maturity.
The first pilots, when implemented rapidly,
can serve as early demonstrations of the
type of value creation that AI applications are
able to generate and will, therefore, help to
build trust in and commitment to AI within the
company. For each main department, companies should identify the top AI applications
and implement them using a test-and-learn
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logic. Building upon initial successes, companies then roll out promising AI applications
across the organization. For example, AI
applications that were first implemented in a
single factory or region can be scaled to the
entire or international factory ecosystem to
lift the full value potential.
Long-term success and value creation
depends on building a solid foundation and
procuring sufficient investment at these early
stages. Simultaneously, based on the lessons
learned from the initial use cases, companies
use the established momentum to develop
the required enabling factors, such as a standardized data ecosystem, adequate infrastructure set-up, and a trusted ecosystem
of (implementation) partners. In parallel, a
technologically- and strategically-versed AI
core team (which may later evolve into an AI
center of excellence) with formalized governance structures and processes should be
established. (For more information, please
refer to appliedAI’s “The Elements of a Comprehensive AI Strategy” and “Building the
Organization for Scaling AI” publications.)
Successful players have made significant
headway in setting up business cases, implementation plans, and systems for measuring
and monitoring AI performance. They are
also far along in implementing AI platforms
to gather, integrate, process, and manage
data. Moreover, having already made major
progress in developing basic AI capabilities,
they are able to invest in a next-generation
technology stack. Successful companies with
high AI maturity as well as above-peer profitability and free cash flow from AI innovations
may thus achieve compounding positive
returns and the network-effect advantages
resulting from their firm commitment to AI
transformation.

Excursus: Elements of a
comprehensive AI strategy
There is little doubt that AI will become relevant for all companies, regardless of their
industry or size. When it comes to creating
value from AI, experience has demonstrated
several potential pitfalls, including the isolation of AI products or applications, a lack
of resources and capabilities, and a poor
understanding of use cases and applications.
To avoid such pitfalls, a systematic approach
towards AI is needed. It is imperative, therefore, that from the very beginning a company
is clear on the overarching objectives or
purpose of the company’s use of AI. Furthermore, it is necessary to understand how AI
can help the company achieve its broader
objectives.

A company’s AI ambition sets the highlevel goals for which any AI application is
developed. The AI ambition incorporates
an understanding of the current position of
the company, its competitive stadium, and
the industry dynamics, including potential
changes to the industry’s business model.
On this basis, it can be decided where the
organization could benefit most from AI −
whether within a specific product/service or
by improving processes, or both.
The AI ambition then needs to be translated
into a portfolio of AI use cases. To build this
portfolio, the company needs to identify and
prioritize relevant use cases.

Figure 7: appliedAI’s comprehensive AI
strategy house

The Elements
of an AI Strategy

Ambition

Future Competitive
Advantage

Fields
of Action

Commitment

AI Use
Cases

Discovery and
Specification

Make or
Buy

Portfolio
Management

Enabling
Factors

Execution

Organization

Expertise

Research
and
Exploration

Culture

Data

Development
and
Validation

Technology

Ecosystem

Operationalization
and
Maintenance
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Before the use cases can be executed,
however, numerous enabling factors must
be addressed regarding the organizational
structure of the company’s AI initiatives, the
employees’ position vis-a-vis AI adoption, the
technology involved, and the AI ecosystem:
•

•

•

First, a company needs to set up the right
organization for its AI initiatives. One best
practice is a hybrid approach: Here, a
central AI team – often called the Center
of Excellence (CoE) – bundles certain
functions and expertise while maintaining
strong links to decentralized units and the
rest of the organization. An appropriate
governance structure will also have to
be established, a development that may
even necessitate changes to the inventory of Board roles (see appliedAI’s “Artificial Intelligence for Boards” whitepaper
for a comprehensive deep-dive).
Second, employees need to be prepared for AI adoption, and the necessary
talent must be recruited. New roles are
emerging: AI engineers, for example, are
required to build learning systems from
an engineering perspective. Acquiring
and retaining the employees with the
right skills is currently a major challenge,
which is why reskilling the company’s
existing data scientists or software
engineers and qualifying the company’s
business experts are important options to
consider.
But that is not enough. Other employees,
including the executives, need to have
a basic understanding of what AI will
enable and how it will change their
working lives. Everyone must be brought
on board because silent resistance at
various points within a company can
be detrimental for the success of an AI
initiative. Such acceptance of AI requires
an adaptation of company culture and
acceptance of the fact that the use
of learning systems implies a certain
degree of being comfortable with failure.
Employees’ fears need to be addressed
so as to create acceptance for the use of
AI-based solutions, and the company will
need to exhibit a very high level of trustworthiness in order to implement AI use
cases successfully. This includes explainability, fairness, transparency, safeguarding data privacy, and robustness
against adversarial threats and potential
incursions. In order to manage risk and

regulatory requirements, as well as to
protect their brand reputations, companies are recognizing the importance of
a comprehensive approach to governed
data and AI technologies.
•

•

Moreover, the company needs to build
up the required technology for adoption
of AI, including both the necessary AI
infrastructure and the data. The latter is
key, as the training of AI models requires
a great deal of data, and if a corporation does not already have well-defined
data governance, it is unlikely that the
company will possess readily usable data.
In that case, data sources will need to
be identified, data pipelines built, data
cleaned and prepared (including, e.g.,
anonymization in order to fulfill GDPR
requirements), potential signals in the
data detected, and results measured.
An adequate IT infrastructure is also
required: A principal question is whether
to use the company’s own servers and
GPUs or rely on the cloud. The answer
to this question hinges not only on data
security but also on cost and economic
feasibility.
Ultimately, the company’s ecosystem
must be addressed. At present, hardly
any company has truly comprehensive
experience when it comes to applying AI.
Therefore, it is beneficial for a company
to exchange knowledge externally: with
startups, academia, and other companies. (Helpful guidance on partnering
approaches, make-or-buy decisions with
regards to AI, and contract design/structure, including data appropriation and IP
buy-out rights, may be found in applied
AI’s “Enterprise Guide for Make-or-Buy
Decisions”.)

Finally, the use cases can be executed. But
keep in mind that AI isn’t like traditional
software: An AI system learns continuously
as new data are fed into the system. Thus, an
AI system needs to be monitored to ensure
that the model is still delivering the expected
results. For this, a company needs to put
in place the right (automated) processes.
(MLOps best practices and practitioners’
experiences may be found in appliedAI’s
Enterprise Guide to ML.)

AI portfolio management,
assessment criteria,
and evaluation process
AI portfolio management
approaches
With high upfront expenditures in data
preparation, technology adoption, as well as
personnel recruiting and employee qualification, reaching the break-even point and generating significant returns from AI requires
time and scale, as was noted earlier. Rather
than computing the success or failure of AI
initiatives use-case-by-use-case, a portfolio
approach to ROAI and a value-based operative process for the management of the corporate AI portfolio have proven to be particularly effective. This approach enables a joint
realization of the defined return targets (e.g.,
in terms of VC-financing) while acknowledging ML-specific failure probability, balancing potential risks, utilizing synergies in
scaling and learning effects, and detecting
white-spots in the AI strategy.
Similar to the calculation of ROAIs for singular AI applications and products, however,
no universally agreed upon industry standards for managing AI portfolios have yet
emerged. In striving for higher degrees of
sophistication in the balancing of their AI
portfolios, decision makers find inspiration
from multinational pharmaceutical corporations’ (and venture capital firms’) test-andlearn approach, modern portfolio theory’s
risk-return tradeoff (widely used in financial
services), and the innovation-focused competitiveness-investment tradeoff.

fail clinical trials and once promising startup
ideas fail to stand the test of time and market,
a select handful succeed, and some even go
on to become blockbusters that more than
compensate for the portfolio’s other entries.
Similarly, in the case of startups, the distribution of returns tends to be heavily skewed,
as described by the power law (i.e., a small
percentage of companies capture a large
share of industry returns). To complement
this approach, AI decision makers can adapt
three key characteristics of modern portfolio
theory (MPT) to manage AI initiatives: a portfolio approach to assessing returns, the inclusion of risk and the risk-return tradeoff as a
key concern, and the availability of diverse
AI ‘asset classes’ with variable risk-return
profiles (e.g., based on experience gained
from previously realized applications). Rather
than focusing solely on singular AI applications (an approach which keeps current costs
comparatively low and does not overburden
the organization with change, but comes at
the expense of a higher risk of an individual
initiative failing and reduced speed by having
to look at ideas sequentially), companies
should thus strive to build a portfolio of AI
applications over time. Moreover, decision
makers should weigh additional factors, such
as model fairness, explicability, and safety, in
their holistic assessment.
Ultimately, corporations may differentiate
between three sorts 3 of AI investments:
•

Pharmaceutical companies and, similarly,
venture capitalists, frequently employ a portfolio approach, as they often find it difficult
to predict whether or not a specific medication candidate or startup will be successful.
While many prospective pharmaceuticals
3
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Stay in Business (SIB) investments are for
fundamental infrastructure or non-discretionary legal/regulatory mandates.
Such investments should be judged on
their ability to meet regulatory or technological criteria while reducing risk and
expense.
Adapted from: Chunka Mui: “3-Point Plan for Balancing
Your Innovation Portfolio” (2014)
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Organizations that strive for competitive
differentiation in a particular (sub-)sector or
AI technology field are typically overweight in
OCI, while those that want to stay on par with
the competition are usually overweight in ROI
projects, and players who have just launched
their AI activities are usually overweight in SIB
initiatives so as to prevent losses in competitiveness. As the respective industry’s overall
AI maturity increases and organizations
become more proficient in AI implementation
and scaling, certain AI technologies tend to
shift from OCI to ROI initiatives, and eventually evolve into table stakes or SIB projects
(e.g., many data transformation, data quality,
and business intelligence (BI) initiatives have
gradually morphed into SIB projects across
industries).
Analyzing the AI portfolio according to these
investment categories provides a unique
complementary perspective and allows
a company to filter as appropriate – for
example, by eliminating ROAI opportunities
that do not meet the firm-specific standard
hurdle rate or OCI opportunities that do
not provide exceptional option value. (The
valuation tool may primarily be used for this
type of investment. For SIB, decisions are
sometimes made independently of ROAI
considerations, especially when complying
with regulations. For Option Creating Investments (OCI), profitability and ROAI play a role
when viewed over the long term; however,
due to increased uncertainty and a long time
horizon, the cash flows are sometimes difficult to forecast and seldomly constant.)
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In order to optimize the models and data that
inform AI applications, as well as to avoid inefficient resource utilization, counter the risk of
‘reinventing the wheel’ across departments,
and reduce complications caused by competing methods and multiple vendors, the
need for a comprehensive review of the individual use cases’ application domains arises.
Additionally, such a review will facilitate a
more holistic, long-term vision for the application of AI and diminish the risk of realizing
cases that do not support the company’s
strategy due to simply being driven forward
by management pressure.
The following figure further illustrates the
differences between these first- and second-order criteria. As noted earlier, at first
companies might want to focus on low-risk,
mid- to high-value use cases that can be
rapidly implemented, as required data and
expertise are already present and will thus
generate value very quickly. However, once a
company has established a basic portfolio of
viable AI use cases, we recommend investing
in use cases which at first glance are not the
easiest to implement and will not generate
significant value in the short term. Such use
cases, however, support a greater objective
and broaden the organization’s AI approach,
thus preparing the company for long-term
strategic goals. Ideally, value generated
through the first use cases will cross-finance investments in the subsequent ones.
First- and second-order criteria may thus be
considered at different times in holistic AI
portfolio prioritization and steering.
Although the selection and prioritization of
particular first- and second-order criteria
depend on a company’s unique background
(size, industry, data, infrastructure set-up, AI
competencies, granularity of existent and
planned investment decision and monitoring
processes, etc.), all companies should track
the business value, implementation effort,
and risk (equivalent to the implied likelihood
of success) right from the start of each AI
initiative.

to overpromising, and it is crucial to ensure that estimates are derived as accurately as possible from consultations with technological implementers, AI strategists, domain experts, and finance and accounting
professionals. Moreover, it is crucial to address the fundamental issues in an iterative manner: Even the best
model will fail if the underlying data are inaccurate,
which is why use case development and data management have to go hand in hand. While proof-of-concept
initiatives can help with company buy-in, it must be
ensured that data are reliable, consistent, and updated
automatically; otherwise, the targets of AI initiatives will
not be reached and systems will be destined to fail at
the point of their operational application.

Figure 8: First- and second-order criteria for AI
portfolio prioritization and steering

VALUE FOR OVERALL AI STRATEGY

High

Option Creating Investments (OCI) are
sought in order to develop company
choices that could lead to future ‘killerapp’-type opportunities. OCI investments
do not produce immediate cash returns.
Instead, they develop skills and knowledge that can be used to take advantage
of future ROI possibilities. OCIs, like financial options, typically have a high level of
risk and provide extremely high rewards.

First- versus second-order
assessment criteria

• Absolute/relative return
• Time-to-value (shortvs. long-term)
• Risk reduction potential

• Value chain: focused vs.
balanced approach
• Department: lead vs. follower
• Geography: selective vs. broad

• Top-/bottom-line contribution
Strategic alignment
• Competition aspect (industry-wide necessity vs. differ-

LEARNING EFFECTS
• Operational learnings
• Strategic knowledge building

entiation opportunity
Low

EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION

High

REALIZATION
• Building vs. partnering vs.
buying, and hybrid forms
• Maintenance effort

• Assess use case ideas along
core dimensions of value

EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION
Value

and implementation effort

• Availability and quality

• Decompose highly strategic,

• Effort for integration/

complex use cases into
smaller solutions to make
them manageable as intermediate viable products
• Cluster use cases with
similar underlying technology (capabilities/data)
• Execution of one UC can have

Irrespective of the ‘AI’ label, the same principles and scrutiny that apply to all investment
decisions should be followed as well, which
includes being conservative with projections:
Undervaluing an AI use case is preferable

ADDITIONAL VALUE COMPONENTS

Economic value

VALUE

•

(Classical) Return on Investment (ROI)
opportunities are pursued in order to
generate predictable, short-/mid-term
financial returns. Here, standard measurements like net present value (NPV),
return on investment (ROI), and other
well-known metrics are most commonly
used.

Low

•

positive implementation benefits for other UCs

•

Implied change in the prioritization due to collective

required updates
Required know-how
• Existing technical know-how
• Existing domain knowledge
Processes & systems
• Affected processes &
systems, required changes
Technology clusters
• Existing implement.
of UC/algorithm
• Selective/focused vs.
broad approach

implementation speed-up
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AI portfolio management
process

AI portfolio management
tools

From an operational perspective towards value-based
AI portfolio management, we propose an iterative, fivestep process (see below) that is based on our partner
companies’ best practices. This process begins with
use case ideation and initial prioritization, followed
by a detailed assessment (i.e., quantification of value
hypothesis) through a centralized unit (e.g., the AI CoE
and departments), given that building upon a uniform
evaluation logic is important to ensure transparency
and comparability. This is followed by implementation
along with continuous monitoring of the technical
application and evaluation of the KPI-based target

performance. Once a company has successfully implemented and scaled multiple AI products and services,
clustering these by technological focus areas (or, e.g.,
by business units and geographical regions) helps to
identify over- and underperforming clusters and to
derive associated strategic implications (e.g., increase
in investment). Ultimately, success factors (and failures)
across the use case life cycle phases must be identified and collected centrally. It is also good practice for
the company to monitor the amount of time between
ideation and prototype development, and between the
prototype and deployment, plus the use case

Figure 9: Systematic AI portfolio management

success rate (i.e., the ratio of applications deployed to
production versus requests from business teams or
other teams within the organization).
When administering a structured valuation process,
introducing the valuation tool and framework to all relevant stakeholders (e.g., through the AI CoE) is crucial
to ensure sustainable success. Furthermore, having
clear and transparent investment criteria defined has
been shown to substantially increase the quality of
ideated use cases. Given limited budget and development resources, an objective, data-based evaluation process also mediates between the sometimes
competing interests of departments or business units.
This is especially relevant as corporations have progressively moved towards joint financing between the
business unit or subsidiary implementing the use case
and the parent corporation, with the latter’s budget
contingent on pre-defined investment criteria.

To monitor the AI portfolio and to visualize progress
over time, a radar perspective has proven to be a particularly powerful view in practice. Use cases can be
structured in several dimensions, such as technology
clusters (e.g., computer vision, planning, and discovery)
or core functions (e.g., product development, manufacturing, and marketing and sales) (see below). Furthermore, the concentric spheres of the radar illustrate
the life cycle phases in which the individual use cases
are contained. This can be useful when investigating
how well various AI capabilities have been developed
and how mature different business units are in terms
of AI application, thus facilitating the identification of
focus areas and weak links. Making this unified overview available to all involved stakeholders ensures that
the whole organization has knowledge of the breadth
and depth of its AI journey.

Figure 10: Exemplary overview of use cases
by technology cluster
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Figure 11: Exemplary use case detail view from the insurance industry:
Deep dive on use case ‘AI-enhanced lead management’ (use case 17)

Figure 12: Exemplary overview of use cases
by business functions
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High
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Deployment

Development, validation,
and testing

Exploration

•

Ideation & scoping

•

Identification of promising prospects/potential quality leads through enrichment of internal information with
data from a variety of sources, e.g., from social media campaigns or weblog clickstreams
Creation of cross-/upselling opportunities through product personalization (prediction, e.g., of potential
spend, and suggested campaigns)
Personalized lead interaction also applicable in call centers

Operation, monitoring,
maintenance, and scaling
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AI-ENHANCED LEAD MANAGEMENT:
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Exemplary insurance
value chain:

Use cases
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